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 In this study, flow behind the automobile “Samand” has been analyzed concerning both 

smooth and rough surfaces. This model is two-dimensional with a 40-centimeter depth 

in its plane. It has been painted and polished for smooth surface and drilled using 
indentations with circular cross sections created with the drill tip. Sampling was done at 

four stations behind the body with the distances equal to 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 times the model 

length and at three values of velocity equal to 10, 15 and 20 m/s corresponding to 
Reynolds number of 28000, 42000 and 56000, respectively. Results show that amount 

of flow turbulence increases behind the rough surface. Also, turbulence profile is 

considered at different velocities with the results implying that with increasing the 
velocity, turbulence increases too. Furthermore, approaching the model, turbulence 

develops. The sampling was performed in a wind tunnel and it was observed that in 

rough surface of the vehicle, drag force is significantly less than the smooth surface due 
to the pressure gradient reduction. Moreover, it was concluded that pressure drag 

possesses the biggest contribution in vehicle drag. 
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INTRODUCTION 

  

 The structures corresponding to laminar and turbulent flow are distinguished through existing eddy in 

turbulent flow. The eddy causes fluctuation in velocity, pressure, density, liquid temperature and so on. In order 

to analyze the turbulence in vehicles, it is possible to take advantage of  studies concerning the aerodynamics of 

cylinders. The investigations carried out on rough cylinders and spheres are among them. In the current study, 

the vehicle surface was roughened so that drag is reduced and consequently less fuel is required. Since fossil 

fuel is rare and depleted so rapidly, human has been always looking for a method to reduce its consumption such 

as finding an alternative for that or make a reduction on its usage. Drag force is a force which exists in front of a 

moving body and therefore increases fuel consumption for the vehicle to oppose this resisting force. Thus, 

reducing of this force leads to a considerable reduction of fossil fuel consumption.  

 According to statistics obtained in 2002 in international highways and 2.2 million trucks are studied and a 

distance of 138. 6mile was passed ( 3 to 4 % is added per year) the amount of 26.5 billion gallons diesel fuel 

were consumed ( 4 to 5 % increase per year) this amount is about the use of 12 to 13 percent of the raw oil of 

America (1). in addition more than 38 percent of the yearly budget of Iran government was devoted to the state 

help while in case of standard usage, Iran can be one of the exporters of gasoline.  Average fuel consumption of 

petrol automobiles in Iran is about 11 liters per day which is doubled every decade, while amount of global 

consumption is doubled about every 5o years.  It means that Iran consumes 4 to 5 times more than global 

average. At the moment, 9% of global fuel is consumed in Iran with about only 1% of the total world 

population. Moreover, over last years, more than 38% of annual budget of Iran government devoted to petrol 

subsidies while under sensible consumption, Iran has the capability of being one of petrol exporters. Due to 

abundance of vehicles, fuel consumption reduction of vehicle even as much as a negligible amount leads to high 

saving of fuel in large quantity.  

 In order to analyze a mechanical phenomenon, there are typically three major procedures: 

1- Analytical approach 

2- Numerical approach 
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3- Experimental approach 

 Since analytical and numerical approaches are not appropriate to adjust to the empirical designs of 

engineering, experimental approaches are under scrutiny among which wind tunnel is one method. Wind tunnel 

is frequently the single routine used to properly determine the flow parameters such as drag coefficient of model 

in particular  and it its used here [1]. Analysis of vehicle drag and effective factors on it was under investigation 

from many years ago and since the curve profiles of vehicle and cylinder are relatively the same, effective factor 

on a cylinder drag coefficient could be applied on a vehicle as well. 

 Khoshnevis and Barzanooni [2] studied the wake behind a truck. Fluctuation components and time average 

of flow velocity were measured independently for a vehicle wake and also period of time at which the vehicles 

was displaced at the wake of a truck model was obtained. Furthermore, variation of drag coefficient of vehicle 

existing at the truck wake was considered in different distances. Their results show that in order to obtain the 

accurate value of drag coefficient, it is instructive to choose sampling points as far as possible from the model. 

The wake created at the back of the vehicle is turbulent and so these turbulences affect the measurement of flow 

parameters especially near the flow. Using one-dimensional hot-wire anemometer, it is feasible to measure drag 

coefficient of model from position equal to 1.75 times the truck model length with a suitable accuracy. In 

another study, Gorji et al. [3] considered the wind force effect in stormy conditions on cables and standard wires 

recognized as electrical conductors in electricity transferring lines or radio antennas preserving equipments. All 

tests were done in wind tunnel and measurements were performed using hot-wire anemometer. They analyzed 

average velocity, velocity defect parameter (Wo), drag coefficient and Strouhal number of cables in harsh 

climate. They concluded that flow turbulence and momentum development leads for critical Reynolds number 

and consequently abrupt decrease of drag coefficient to happen at smaller Reynolds numbers and that for 

transferring separation point towards backward, smaller Reynolds number is required. Roughening makes shear 

flow fluctuations of fluid separating from model surface grow rapidly, stick again to the model surface in a short 

time and so delay the separation on model and this results to drag coefficient reduction. Yoji [4] studied a 

smooth and a rough cylinder in harsh climate and compared them through plots and came to the conclusion that 

features associated with aerodynamics of a wind bluff with a big size locating in atmosphere and harsh climate 

are very similar to those of laminar and steady flow in wind tunnel. 

 Yuji (5) studied the coarse and clear columns in the disturbed air and compared the chart to find that by 

increasing the coarseness in Reynolds, fewer disturbances is obtained and they will have less drag.  

 Choudouri et al. [6] demonstrated that in a golf ball, surface roughness, shape of indentations existing in the 

ball plus their depth provide an extended range of drag in commercial golf balls. The difference in drag values 

attributes to the difference in separation of boundary layer depending strongly on depth, size and type of 

roughness.  They also found that cavities with sharp edges produce more disturbances and less drag. Exploration 

net shows a typical shape of this indentation present on the vehicle. In figure 1, two vehicles with this kind of 

indentation are exhibited.  

 In a study on cricket balls and baseballs, Konsourda and Smith [7] demonstrated that the way in which the 

ball is located in wind flow path is also of considerable important since its position is effective in determination 

of separation point. Therefore, if direction of ball which is a type of roughness is perpendicular to the flow, it 

causes to decelerate flow movement quickly with more drag since the energy is blocked to reach the flow and 

therefore the ball moves shorter distance. Leksi [7] numerically studied viscous flow in a surface with various 

ups and downs and compared with a smooth surface which provided interesting results. They acquired profiles 

of stream lines on a surface possessing different shapes including concave and convex circle and triangle and 

also regular, irregular and waving sine-shaped curves along with drag coefficients corresponding to each one. 

They concluded that the largest and lowest drag coefficients are for the surface with concave and convex semi-

spheres, respectively. Through some experiments, Khalighi also obtained figures of turbulence intensity and 

velocity for a sample vehicle.  

 The aim in the current study is to analyze the rough effects of the circular or sharp edge indentation type on 

a model of the automobile “Samand” such that changing trend of velocity and drag coefficients profiles are 

considered in two smooth and rough surfaces at different stations and for three values of velocity of interest. In 

this study, inspired from the real automobile of figure 1 and due to the fact that there is no paper, book or even 

numeral data corresponding to scientific tests for this task and generally for roughness, the automobile 

“Samand” was opted for the tests so that variations are applied on it and compared with its corresponding 

smooth surface. According to the studies of Leksi et al. [7] and Chodouri et al. [8] which were mentioned, 

roughness was created in the shape of semi-spheres having sharp edge with a 6-milimeter diameter and for each 

hole, there is a roughness-free zone of about 6 millimeters around it on the vehicle surface. A comparison of 

these two circumstances shows that rough surface influences considerably on vehicle drag coefficient and the 

purpose is to demonstrate this drag difference through a comparison. It is reasonable to do so since conditions 

for the vehicle are the same in two cases of study which means that the vehicle is assumed two-dimensional for 

the two cases and also any effect of tires and side surface of body is neglected because of their low influence 

compared to surfaces of interest. 
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Fig. 1: Schematic of automobile with roughness such as golf ball. 

 

 Experimental equipments and conditions: 

 Wind tunnel arrangement used in this study has got a test section made of pollex glass having dimensions of 

. According to the characteristics of wind tunnel, the most value of nominal 

turbulence of free flow is 0.1 for this setting which is of considerable accuracy. Figure 2 represents turbulence 

intensity of arrangement at the model location obtained before sampling while figures 3 and 4 show schematics 

of open-circuit and blowing wind tunnel. Hot-wire anemometer used in the current study is of constant 

temperature type (CAT) capable of measuring mean velocity, turbulence and vortex frequency exiting from the 

back of cylinder. One-dimensional probe in the test has got a sensor of 1.25 millimeter length and 5-micrometer 

diameter. In order to displace the probe at different points, a mechanism with accuracy of 0.01 millimeter has 

been used. 

 
 

Fig. 2: Plot of turbulence intensity at the position of  vehicle model before set-up. 

  

 The wind tunnel arrangement as well as hot-wire anemometer used in this study are manufactured by Saba 

Farasanjesh Corporation. For getting more information about hot-wire anemometer, reference [1] could be 

addressed. 

 
 

Fig. 3: Schematic of wind tunnel lab in Hakim Sabzevari University. 
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Fig. 4: Characteristics of wind tunnel of Hakim Sabzevari University. 

 

 Blockage ratio of test body inlet (model diameter divided to wind tunnel inlet height) is 0.097 in this 

experiment. Using a 3-face engine with power of 7 KWatt for creating air flow in wind tunnel arrangement of 

consideration, it is possible to reach the velocity range of 0 to 30 m/s whereas in reality, according to the 

arrangement features, environmental conditions and calibration process, velocity range of 7-28 m/s is attainable 

with inaccurate results out of this range so that in these tests, velocity values of 10, 15 and 20 m/s have been 

considered. In the figure below, Schematic model of two-dimensional vehicle under consideration is observed. 

Sampling is done at four stations behind the body. 

 Before doing the experiment, the hot wire probe selected for data gathering should be calibrated. The 

domain of the calibration speed is between 0 to 26 m/s. for calibration of the hot wire probe a pittot tube which 

is attached to energy changer is used and in all these stages, the output voltage of CTA and their speed is 

measured and recorded. So the calibration curve is obtained which is shown in figure 5. After obtaining the 

calibration of the points, the curve is drawn.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5: calibration curve of speed for a hot wire probe. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: the error chart in various speeds. 

 
 

Fig. 7: Schematic model of two-dimensional vehicle with scale 0.027. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 The current study analyzed roughness effect on wake parameters and velocity profile of two-dimensional 

automobile “Samand” at Reynolds numbers of interest. In the following, drag coefficient of model is calculated. 

Sampling was done at stations X/L=0.5, 1, 2, 3 where X and L are distance behind the model and model length, 

respectively. The test was performed in two stages. In the first stage, model with the smooth surface was set in 
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wind tunnel and sampling was measured at three velocities of 10, 15 and 20 m/s with turbulence intensity of 

0.1%. Due to the lack of vehicle symmetry, velocity profile out of wake is not symmetric. 

 In the second stage, sphere-like roughness having 6-millimeter diameters have been created regularly only 

on top surface of vehicle model which is shown in figure 7. The reason for studying the vehicle in the coarse 

form and no other methods of emery coarseness and sticking the bands is that these methods were studied on 

different objects and the maximum increase in drag reduction was obtained. In this research a different 

coarseness was studied to maximize the reduction of drag and as it is seen, a significant reduction is obtained. In 

addition, although the coarseness affects the appearance of the vehicle but the sever drag compensates it.  

 When a solid body is positioned on the way of flow, a wake is constituted behind it which because of body, 

velocity values are smaller in the wake than main stream and also velocity defect of wake leads to momentum 

defect since flow energy is reduced. 

 As it is clear from figure 6, getting far from the model, flow becomes steadier and also velocity profile peak 

descends. At the first station, just behind the body owing to the low pressure, large difference is observed in 

potential flow. In this condition, velocity variation from wake to potential flow is high on top and bottom of 

model, i.e., the velocity gradient gets very large and is reduced gradually with getting far from the model. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Velocity profile of smooth and rough surfaces for the velocity value of 10 m/s at stations X/L= 0.5, 1, 2, 

3. 

 

 As it is shown in figure 6, at the velocity value of 10 m/s in rough and smooth surfaces, velocity gradient is 

considerably reduced with getting far from model.  

 In figure7, comparison of velocity profile for two smooth and rough models at three velocity values of 

interest is seen. As it is observed, variation of Reynolds number has no dramatic effect on velocity profile and 

could be neglected. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: Velocity profile in smooth and rough surfaces for three different velocity values of 10, 15 and 20 m/s at 

the first station (X/L=0.5). 
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 In figures 11 and 12, velocity profiles corresponding to smooth and rough surfaces are compared with one 

another. Noting the figures, it is concluded that the minimum velocity for the profile corresponding to the rough 

surface is less than that of smooth surface which is attributed to the fact that Because on the rough surface flow 

moves closer to the body and   This point is demonstrated in figure 10.  

 

 
 

Fig. 10: Comparison of smooth and rough surfaces contributions in wake creation behind the model. 

 

 
Fig. 9: Comparison of smooth and rough surfaces at the first station (X/L=0.5) for the velocity values of 10, 15 

and 20 m/s. 

 
 

Fig. 10: Comparison of smooth and rough surfaces at the third station (X/L=2) for the velocity values of 10, 15 

and 20 m/s. 

 

 According to the figure 6, it is observed that while getting far from the model, velocity profile gets steadier 

and velocity profile peak steadily gets flat. It justifies the fact that flow approaches potential flow behind the 

body on top and bottom of model. The velocity variation is blamed for creation of fluctuations and consequently 

furious turbulence which this abrupt increase could be seen in turbulence figures as two turbulence peaks. 

 Getting far from the model, turbulence becomes steadily flat and more continuous. Different contributions 

of velocities in turbulence creation for smooth and rough surfaces are compared separately in figures 11, 12 and 
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13. As it is demonstrated, while velocity increases, vortex develops owing to more fluctuations of flow and 

consequently turbulence intensity increases. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11: Turbulence profile in smooth and rough surfaces for three velocity values of 10, 15 and 20 m/s at the 

first station (X/L=0.5). 

 
 

Fig. 12: Turbulence profile in smooth and rough surfaces for three velocity values of 10, 15 and 20 m/s at the 

  third station (X/L=2). 

 

 
 

Fig. 13: Turbulence profile in smooth and rough surfaces for three velocity values of 10, 15 and 20 m/s at the 

  fourth station (X/L=3). 

 

 Noting the law that each moving particle of fluid always tends to keep its own momentum, when a particle 

of fluid inside the boundary layer without the required potential mutates from a layer with low momentum to 

one with high momentum or vice versa only under the unstable nature of flow, in order to keep and restore 
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particle momentum to its initial value, the particle in its new position, moves a small-scale distance opposite to 

the direction of momentum of layer under consideration so that the value of momentum returns its initial value. 

 Set of these movements along with the flow tendency to obey continuity law leads to create eddy. Eddy 

presence could distribute momentum, turbulence, thermal energy, pressure and temperature inside the field 

proportionally and probably this issue is blamed for turbulence profile to get flatter while getting far from model 

which is apparently shown in figures 14 and 15. 

 

 
 

Fig. 14: Turbulence profile of smooth surface for the velocity value of 20 m/s at stations X/L=0.5, 1, 2 and 3. 

 

 
 

Fig. 15: Turbulence profile of  rough surface for the velocity value of 20 m/s at stations X/L=0.5, 1, 2 and 3. 

 

 In a flow without gradient in mean velocity field, a fluctuation in velocity component does not necessarily 

change to one eddy and it decays immediately after a while under effects of viscosity. 

 This velocity gradient is seen evidently between back of the model and its bottom or top. Therefore, 

existence of mean velocity gradient is the necessary condition for eddies to be made. Now, while getting far 

from the model, turbulence profile indentation gets flatter and includes larger surface behind the model which 

means by getting far from the back of vehicle, amount of wake turbulence initially increases and then decreases. 

So, it could be concluded that by getting far from back of vehicle, shear layers separated from vehicle ceiling 

moves downwards and at the same time, turbulence amount enhances with decreasing trend of these layers 

effect. Also, turbulence intensity figures get flatter and maximum and minimum turbulence peaks are generally 

disappeared. This phenomenon is true for smooth and rough surfaces and could be observed. 

 Noting figures 12 and 13, it is concluded that turbulence profile inlet for stations 2 and 3 are much looser 

than those of smooth surface and this fact is due to turbulence existence which is more in the flow going through 

the rough surface. Flow turbulence in rough model compared to smooth one could cause momentum to penetrate 
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into the low-pressure zone and make a delay in separation point and consequently reduce drag force applied on 

model which is our main purpose of roughening the vehicle. 

 Figures 16 and 17 show comparisons of rough and smooth surfaces for different velocities at stations with 

lengths of 0.5 and 2 times the model length. It is seen that for all three velocity values, turbulence corresponding 

to rough surface is more than smooth surface whereas top turbulence peak for rough surface is far different from 

smooth one while bottom peak is slightly different in two surfaces. The reason is attributed to the fact that when 

the vehicle had been roughened, its top surface was just roughened. Thus, it is logical that in rough surface, top 

peak is different and its bottom peak is quit the same with those of smooth surface. 

 

 
 

Fig.16: Comparison of turbulence in smooth and rough surfaces at the first station (X/L=0.5) for the velocity 

values of 10, 15 and 20 m/s. 

 

 
 

Fig. 17: Comparison of turbulence in smooth and rough surfaces at the third station (X/L=2) for the velocity 

  values of 10, 15 and 20 m/s. 

 

 Now, it is time to analyze why bottom peak of turbulence profile is bigger in smooth surface than the top 

peak. The reason goes back to the model features since the model is made of wood and when it was painted, 

bottom surface of vehicle model was not painted. Therefore, it is clear that wood has got more turbulence 

compared to the painted part and its turbulence peak will be bigger. 

 

3-1 Velocity defect parameter: 

 Velocity defect parameter (W0) is shown in figure 18. 

 

 
 

Fig. 18: Velocity defect parameter (W0) and wake half width (b1/2). 
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 Velocity shape and turbulence intensity defect parameters are calculated from the relations below: 

                                                                                      (1) 

 

                                                                                       (2) 

 Velocity profile is penetrated gradually in free flow and increases velocity profile width while decreases it 

along vertical direction. Velocity defect parameter is represented as W0 which is defined in equation 1. Here, it 

is divided by reference velocity to be dimensionless so that they might be plotted and also velocity error is 

reduced as follows: 

                                                                                     (3)                                                             

 In the equation above, Umin is the minimum flow velocity and Uref is reference velocity. The value of 

velocity defect parameter is shown for two models of interest in figures 19 and 20. 

 

 
 

Fig.19: comparison of velocity defect parameter for different velocities and at different stations in rough  

      surface. 

 
 

Fig. 20: comparison of velocity defect parameter for different velocities and at different stations in smooth  

  surface. 

 

 Noting figures 19 and 20, it is seen that while getting far from the model, velocity defect parameter is 

reduced. It is of considerable importance that Reynolds number has no effect for this trend. Increasing Reynolds 

number cause to increase mean velocity in wake with only negligible effect on dimensionless velocity U/Uref. 

This effect is negligible since with increasing Reynolds, numerator and denominator both increase. According to 

the figure 20, it is obvious that value of velocity defect parameter is abruptly reduced for the velocity value of 

10 in smooth surface. This abrupt decrease of W0 in the initial stations could be attributed to the existence of 
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high vertical velocity in this area along with the horizontal velocity (due to existence of Karman vortices) which 

is blamed to increase total velocity and reduce W0 drastically. 

 

3-2 Value of wake half width (b1/2): 

 As it was mentioned, since the vehicle is not symmetric about Z-axis in this study, so the value of half 

width on top half is different from that of bottom half for Y-axis. As it is seen in figures 21-23, for both two top 

and bottom halves of wake, its width for smooth surface is more than rough surface. 

 

 
 

Fig. 21: Wake half width for both top and bottom halves for the velocity of 10 m/s in smooth and rough  

  surfaces. 

 

 
Fig. 22: Wake half width for both top and bottom halves for the velocity of 15 m/s in smooth and rough  

  surfaces. 

 

 
 

Fig. 23: Wake half width for both top and bottom halves for the velocity of 20 m/s in smooth and rough  

  surfaces. 

 

 For a general comparison, data is plotted in figure 24. 
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Fig. 24: Wake half width for both top and bottom halves for the all three values of velocity in smooth and rough 

  surfaces. 

 

 Now, in this part, turbulence maximum is analyzed. This analysis verifies that 1while getting far from the 

model, for both smooth and rough surfaces and all three values of velocity under consideration, turbulence peak 

implying turbulence value at profile peak, decreases and if we suppose that , we obtain the 

following equation:  

 

 
 

Fig. 25: turbulence maximum at different stations for three values of interest in the smooth and rough surfaces 

 

Validation: 

 At first, to survey accuracy and performance of the wind tunnel and hot-wire anemometer, a sample of data 

was obtained and compared with results of other researchers. Since there is no similar investigation on these 

models in past researches, a cubic cylinder was used. Profiles of mean velocity for the longitudinal component 

of velocity for a sample cubic cylinder with fineness ratio of b/h =1 and Reynolds number of 8600 at two 

different stations is presented in figure 26. As it is observed in this figure, there exists a relatively good 

correspondence between present results, Saha et al. [9] and Shadaram et al. [10] with the same Reynolds 

number. 

 

 
 

Fig. 26: mean velocity profile for square cylinder for two different sections [9] and [10]. 

 

5.  Experimental analysis of drag coefficient using wake-survey procedure: 

 Wake-survey is an experimental approach for computing drag coefficient. The fundamental is based on 

momentum difference in front and back of the vehicle. The equations used to calculate drag force are easily 
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obtained applying momentum and mass conservation laws in a control volume. Chao, Kupalan, Antonia and 

Van Dam [11-14] have conducted many researches in order to investigate effects of turbulence intensity on drag 

force measurement. Van dam [14] obtained an equation for calculating the drag coefficient in which expressions 

respectively Reynolds stresses and viscose are neglected. The equation is presented as follows: 

 

                                     (4) 

                                                                                                 

 As is clear, equation 4 includes the following three parts: 

- Pressure:   

    

                                                                                                           (5)                                                                                  

 

- Momentum:   

  

                                                                                                   (6)                                                                                             

 

- Reynolds stress:     

 

                                                                                                                  (7)                                                                                                                           

 

 Since it is difficult to accurately measure static pressure in wake zone of the body, Goldston[15] considered 

static pressure in that area according to equation 8 as three-dimensional turbulence intensity and calculated drag 

force coefficient like equation 10: 

 

                                                                                                           (8)                                                                                                                          

 

                                                                                          (9)                                                                                            

 

And if we assume that , then we get the following equation: 

 

                                             (11) 

 

 In equation 11, the first integral implies momentum while the second one includes turbulence intensity role 

in calculating drag coefficient. This equation is used to calculate total drag coefficient of model. In the equations 

above, Y/L represents ratio of vertical distance in flow movement direction and from central line of model to the 

maximum of vertical distance from flow direction whereas U/Uref is ratio of mean velocity at a point to the free 

flow velocity and  is fluid density. Drag coefficient for this vehicle in the real size is 29%. The difference in 

drag coefficients corresponding to real and model vehicles is attributed to neglecting tires, mirrors and side body 

surface of vehicle which as it is observed, the most contribution in drag coefficient is for front and back parts of 

the vehicle  

 where based on the study of Behshti and  Karimian
 
[17], value of side walls effect is less than other 

effective factors. Furthermore, as it is stated in th book of Ardakani, the speed disturbance in the sides and up 

and downs of the vehicle is same as the disturbance in axis x and as a result the disturbances of x and y are 

ignored. In distances near the vehicle, calculated drag force coefficient includes considerable error which could 

be originated from some reasons. Firstly, due to high turbulence intensity of flow in this area, it is not possible 

to measure fluid flow parameters (typical error of hot-wire anemometer arrangement). Secondly, wake is 

considered as a three-dimensional phenomenon and this multi-dimensionality effect of flow is very much near 

the vehicle and this fact leads to significant error in determining drag force coefficient. Therefore, drag 

determination very near the body is not authentic and is presented here just for explanation. In addition, 

according to Khoshnevis and Barzanooni
’
s study, in dimensionless distance (X/L) 0.9 to 1.7, vehicle drag 

coefficient includes much variation so that at a distance about three times the vehicle length, drag coefficient is 

assumed constant and considered equal to the drag coefficient of the real vehicle. It is of considerable 
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importance to mention that static pressure variation inside the experiment vessel is constant regarding diffuse 

design so all tests have been performed based on the inside. Moreover, pressure drag is far more than resistance 

drag in “Samand”. In figure 28, total drag is compared with pressure one for two values of velocity. 

 

 
Fig. 27: Total drag in smooth and rough surfaces for different values of velocity and at different stations. 

 

 
 

Fig. 28: Comparison of pressure and total drag for two values of velocity equal to 10 and 15 m/s. 

 

 Also, in order to make sure that flow is two-dimensional in smooth and rough surfaces on the model, 

sampling was done at three points along Z-axis which is two-dimensional along lateral side, showing that the 

velocity is quite the same for both cases and sampling is two-dimensional. This fact is demonstrated in figure 

29. 

 
 

Fig. 29: Comparison of velocity profile for two-dimensional analysis of flow (Uref = 15 m/s). 
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Conclusion: 

- When a vehicle is located through a flow direction, a wake is constituted behind it in which the velocities are 

smaller than those in the streamline which is due to presence of body. Also, velocity defect of wake leads to 

momentum defect since flow energy deteriorates.  

- In smooth and rough surfaces, while getting far from the model, velocity gradient decreases significantly. At 

higher velocity values, the possibility of vortex existence is more so that the probability of velocity gradient 

enhancement increases. But since in the current model, the flow gets turbulent more rapidly and separation gets 

delayed, the possibility of occurrence is lower. 

- Due to the distinguished difference of pressure in front and back of the vehicle, pressure drag posses the main 

contribution of total drag. Moreover, it is observed that vortex existence relatively affects the vehicle drag. 

- For the Reynolds numbers under consideration, drag in rough surface is significantly less than smooth surface. 

- Difference in turbulence profiles for smooth and rough surfaces is more evident at profile peak. This difference 

decays gradually at the farther stations. 

- Getting far from the model, flow and profile approach to the balance condition because of pressure 

regeneration. Furthermore, turbulence profile slightly penetrates free flow and leads to increase the turbulence 

profile width. 

 

 Nomenclature: 

Cd      Pressure drag coefficient 

L        Vehicle length (m) 

Pt        Total pressure (pa) 

Ps         Static pressure (pa) 

Q         Dynamic pressure (pa) 

           Mean dynamic pressure (pa) 

Re       Reynolds number 

Tu         Turbulence intensity of fluid flow (%) 

U        Velocity (ms
-1

) 

Uref                  Free flow velocity (ms
-1

) 

u, v, w               Velocity components along three global directions (ms
-1

) 

       Turbulence velocity components along three global directions (ms
-1

) 

X                   Longitudinal distance of sensor from model 

Y                   Vertical distance from model central line 

W0                               Velocity defect parameter 
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